
terra|nauta 30 Matter of style.
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terra|nauta is a bold statement of the unique style, 

cruising luxury and timeless elegance for those set to 

have the best experience on the water. Beyond the 

voyage, it generously captures the moments of joy and 

keeping a promise built in quality. A cruising speed of 24 

knots instantly becomes 40 knots when adventure calls. 

The boat is suitable for entertaining larger groups, 

providing comfort and space for up to 10 people.

Thanks to its power, 
beauty and elegance, 
the terra|nauta 30 is the 
choice of exceptional 
sailors who above all 
love the sea and are in 
love with its style.
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All the charm of the Italian ‘guc’ has been utilised in the 

terra|nauta 30, allowing the crew to feel more in 

connection with the sea, navigating safely in rough 

waters. Its high bow is a brand trademark, serving as the 

protector of sailors in bad weather.

The exterior design retains the recognisable shape of the 

terra|nauta. The large, open, flat deck gives the boat its 

personality, and at the same time encourage the sense of 

having a private beach right in the sea. An obstacle-free 

stern platform allows getting in and out of the water 

easily. The spacious cockpit provides relaxed comfort for 

the crew. T-top offers protection from the sun, while the 

voyage is equally as comfortable in the cold days with the 

addition of winter tarps.
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Large L-shaped bench with an adjustable table 

dominates the cockpit stern-side, revealing plenty of 

storage space when open. Bench and table can be 

converted into a large sunbed, comfortable enough for 

three persons. Beneath the table, at the centre of the 

stern, is an easily-accessible storage space, perfect for 

bulkier items.

Outdoor galley featuring a large fridge, sink and grill is 

designed to separate the stern area and the skipper’s 

position while ensuring that the skipper is in touch with the 

crew onboard. Side cabinets are large enough to keep 

fenders in.
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Lower deck is accessible via large tinted glass sliding 

door, revealing an impressive area that sets the 

terra|nauta 30 apart from the competition. Most spacious 

interior in the class, with ceiling height of 190 cm, features 

high quality materials embedded by tailored, hand-made 

finish. Interior is designed keeping in mind usability and 

durability to provide a comfortable stay.

Convertible U-shaped sofa with a large table in the 

middle will provide seating for six– or sleeping for two, 

three when in bed position – impressive 220 by 230 cm 

size at widest point. 

Most spacious interior
in the class
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Kitchen is large enough with another fridge, induction 

plate (or gas burner) and microwave, has drawers and 

cabinets for all cooking and dining accessories.

The bathroom has a shower and an automatic silent 

toilet, drawers for smaller items.

Rear section of the lower deck, right below the stern, 

consists of a large double bed 160 by 200 cm in size.

Audio system, flat TV and air-conditioner are there to add 

to the overall comfort.
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layout  &  tech  deta i l s

LENGTH MAX

9.65 m       31’66” ft 

MAX BEAM

3.10 m        10’20” ft

MAX HE IGHT  ABOVE  WATERL INE

2.72 m        8’92” ft

CONSTRUCTION LENGTH

8.62 m        28’30” ft  

DRAFT

0.85 m        2’79” ft

D ISPLACEMENT

3.800 kg.     8.377 Ibs

ENGINES

1×300 HP MERCURY VERADO

FUEL  TANK CAPACITY

550 l          146 us. g.

ENGINES  MAX

2×250 HP MERCURY VERADO

WATER  TANKS

200 l           53 us. g. 

CLASS

CE cat. “B”

CAB INS  /  CAB INE

1

MAX NUM PASSENGERS

10 people

BERTHS

4

MAX SPEED

40+ knots

CRUIS ING SPEED

28 knots



Matter of style.

Mandroviceva 3, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia

+385 1 462 0200  |  +385 91 462 0200

info@terranauta.com

www.terranauta.com
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